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Abstract

TCP is a popular transport protocol used in present-day
internet. When packet losses occur, TCP assumes that the
packet losses are due to congestion, and responds by reduc-
ing its congestion window. When a TCP connection tra-
verses a wireless link, a significant fraction of packet losses
may occur due to transmission errors. TCP responds to
such losses also by reducing congestion window. This re-
sults in unnecessary degradation in TCP performance.

We define a class of functions namedloss predictors
which may be used by a TCP sender to guess the actual
cause of a packet loss (congestion or transmission error)
and take appropriate actions. These loss predictors use
simple statistics on round-trip times and/or throughput, to
determine the cause of a packet loss. We investigate their
ability to determine the cause of a packet loss. Unfortu-
nately, our simulation measurements suggest that the three
loss predictors do not perform too well.

1. Introduction

TCP is a popular protocol for reliable data delivery in
the internet. TCP is robust in that it can adapt to disparate
network conditions [12, 9]. When a packet loss occurs,
TCP sender assumes that congestion has occurred in the
network, and drastically reduces itscongestion window. Re-
ducing congestion window temporarily reduces the number
of packets sent by the sender, and reduces the throughput.
The congestion window can grow again gradually, until an-
other packet loss occurs.�Research reported is supported in part by the Fulbright Program, Na-
tional Science Foundation grant CDA 9529442, and Texas Advance Tech-
nology Program grants 009741-052-C and 010115-248.yOn leave from the Ecole Superieure de Technologie de Fes
(MOROCCO).

TCP makes the implicit assumption that all packet losses
are due to congestion. This assumption is not accurate when
a TCP connection traverses a wireless link.

Due to increasing acceptance of wireless networking
technology, there is considerable interest in using TCP over
wireless links (e.g, [2, 8]). Previous work has shown that,
unless the TCP protocol is modified, it performs poorly on
paths that include a wireless link subject to transmission er-
rors. The reason for this is that a TCP sender activates con-
gestion control mechanisms [9] even if a packet loss is due
to wireless transmission errors.

Past proposals for improving performance of TCP over
wireless require some cooperation from an intermediate
node on the path from the sender to the receiver [2]. For
several practical reasons [11], our interest is in mechanisms
that impose minimal demands (if any) on any host other
than the sender or the receiver. Ideally, it would help if the
sender could differentiate between packet losses due to con-
gestion from the packet losses due to wireless transmission
errors. Once a sender knows that the packet loss is due to
congestion or due to transmission error, it can respond ap-
propriately. One possible approach to distinguish between
the two types of packet losses is as follows:� Use a “loss predictor” that can guess whether a packet

transmitted in the near future will be lost due to con-
gestion or transmission error.� When a packet is lost: If theloss predictorpredicted
that the packet will be lost due to congestion, conclude
that the packet loss is indeed due to congestion. Other-
wise, conclude that it was due to transmission errors.

The obvious question now is how to design aloss predictor
that can predict the cause of a future loss. In this paper, we
consider three loss predictors derived directly from previ-
ously proposed techniques for congestion avoidance. The
Congestion Avoidance Techniques (CATs) were proposed
to determine when it is appropriate to increase or decrease



TCP congestion window [10, 7, 13]. In the basic TCP, con-
gestion window is decreased only when TCP sender deter-
mines that a packet has been lost. Otherwise, the congestion
window gradually increases whenever receipt of new data
is acknowledged by the receiver. The congestion avoidance
techniques [10, 7, 13] monitor the level of congestion in
the network, and recommend when the congestion window
should be increased or decreased.

The CATs in [10, 7, 13] use simple statistics on observed
round-trip times (RTT) and/or observed throughput of a
TCP connection. An objective of this paper is to investigate
the ability of loss predictors, based on these CATs, to de-
termine the cause of apacket loss. The paper also evaluates
how the loss predictors react to changes in several network
parameters, such as link bandwidth and packet loss rates.

Rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 de-
scribes the three congestion avoidance techniques (CATs)
used in this paper. Section 3 describes how loss predictors
are derived from the CATs. Performance parameters of in-
terest are defined in Section 4. Simulation model and sim-
ulation results are discussed in Section 5. Conclusions are
presented in Section 6.

2. Congestion Avoidance Techniques

To describe the congestion avoidance techniques, we
first need to introduce some terminology.

2.1. Terminology and Notations� Sender’s Congestion WindowW : The congestion win-
dow determines the maximum amount of unacknowl-
edged data sent by the TCP sender.� i-th monitored packetPi: At any time, one packet
sent by the sender is monitored. For thei-th moni-
tored packetPi, we define three parameters below, to
be used in implementing the CATs.� Window sizeWi for the i-th monitored packet:Wi is
the amount of data transmitted (including the moni-
tored packet) during the interval from the time when
the monitored packet is transmitted, until when an ac-
knowledgement for the monitored packet is received.� Round-trip timeRTTi for i-th monitored packet :
Round-trip timeRTTi for the i-th monitored packetPi is the duration from the time whenPi is transmit-
ted, until the time when an acknowledgement forPi is
received by the sender.� ThroughputTi for thei-th monitored packet : For thei-th monitored packetPi, the window size isWi, and
round-trip time isRTTi. In this case, throughputTi is
defined asTi = Wi=RTTi.

The congestion avoidance techniques considered here
are motivated by the following expectation of network be-
havior [10]. As illustrated in Figure 1, when network load
is small, increasing the load should result in a comparable
increase in network throughput with only a small increase
in round-trip times (RTT). At some point, when the load
is large enough, increasing the load further should result
in a smaller increase in throughput, and a larger increase
in round-trip times (this occurs at the “knee” of the load-
throughput curve). If the load is increased further, at some
point, the network throughput should drop sharply, while
round-trip times should become extremely large.

Knee Cliff
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Round Trip
Time
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Figure 1. Throughput and RTT versus network
load [10]

The three CATs considered in this paper are summarized
below. The CATs are implicitly based on the notion that
there will be someresponsefrom the network to a conges-
tion window size change for a TCP connection.

2.2. Congestion Avoidance Technique 1:

TCP-Vegas [7] requires a TCP sender to keep track of theBaseRTT , defined as the minimum of allRTTs measured
during the TCP connection. When acknowledgement for
thei-th monitored packet is received, the sender calculates
theexpectedthroughput as,

Expected Throughput= WiBaseRTT



The actual throughputTi (as defined earlier), is calculated
as WiRTTi . Then the differenceD is calculated as,D =
expected throughput� actual throughput= WiBaseRTT �WiRTTi : Reference [7] expresses this differenceD in terms
of extra packetsin the network, by multiplyingD byBaseRTT . We definefV egas as,fV egas = BaseRTT �D = Wi �1� BaseRTTRTTi �fV egas is compared to two thresholds� and�, where� < �. If fV egas < � (resp. fV egas > �), then this
congestion avoidance technique suggests that the window
size be increased (resp.decreased).

2.3. Congestion Avoidance Technique 2:

Wang and Crowcroft [13] proposed a congestion avoid-
ance technique based on theNormalized Throughput Gradi-
ent(fNTG). To calculatefNTG, we need to definethrough-
put gradientTGi for thei-th monitored packetPi:TGi = Ti � Ti�1Wi �Wi�1
This congestion avoidance technique evaluates thenormal-
ized throughput gradientfNTG as TGi=TG1, when ac-
knowledgement for packetPi is received.TG1 is defined
as follows :TG1 = (T1 � T0)=(W1 �W0) = 1=RTT1, asW1 = 1 packet,W0 = 0, T0 = 0 andT1 = W1=RTT1 =1=RTT1. Therefore,fNTG = TGi1=RTT1 . Substituting above
expression forTGi and simplifying, we getfNTG = RTT1Wi �Wi�1 � WiRTTi � Wi�1RTTi�1�
If fNTG < 1=2, then this congestion avoidance technique
suggests that the congestion window size be decreased, else
it suggests that the window size be increased.

2.4. Congestion Avoidance Technique 3:

Jain proposed a congestion avoidance technique based
on Normalized Delay Gradient[10]. Our implementation
of this heuristic evaluatesfNDG as follows, when acknowl-
edgement for thei-th monitored packet is received:fNDG = (RTTi � RTTi�1)(RTTi + RTTi�1) (Wi +Wi�1)(Wi �Wi�1)
If fNDG > 0, this congestion avoidance technique suggests
that congestion window size should be decreased, otherwise
it suggests that the window size be increased.

3. Loss Predictors

In this section, we describe how loss predictors are ob-
tained using the CATs described above. In general, when-
ever a CAT suggests that congestion window be decreased,
the corresponding loss predictor would predict that next
packet loss will be due to congestion. The motivation be-
hind our definition of the loss predictors is as follows. A
good congestion avoidance technique should suggest that
congestion window be increased only if congestion is not
very likely to occur in the near future. Thus, if a loss occurs
when the congestion avoidance technique is recommending
increasing window size, it may be reasonable to assume that
the loss is due to transmission errors (and vice versa).

Loss predictor Vegas: Loss predictor Vegas is obtained
using congestion avoidance technique 1 described in sec-
tion 2.2. Whenever acknowledgement for a monitored
packet is received, the loss predictor calculates the quan-
tity namedfV egas, as defined in Section 2.2. IffV egas > 1
(resp. fV egas � 1), then the cause of the next loss will be
assumed to be congestion (resp.transmission errors).

Loss predictor NTG: Loss predictorNTG is obtained
using congestion avoidance technique 2 described in Sec-
tion 2.3. Whenever acknowledgement for a monitored
packet is received, the loss predictor calculates the quantity
namedfNTG, as defined in Section 2.3. IffNTG < 1=2
(resp.fNTG � 1=2), then the cause of next packet loss will
be assumed to be congestion (resp.transmission errors).

Loss predictor NDG: Loss predictorNDG is obtained
using the congestion avoidance technique 3 described in
Section 2.4. Whenever acknowledgement for a monitored
packet is received, the loss predictor calculates the quan-
tity namedfNDG, as defined in Section 2.4. IffNDG > 0
(resp. fNDG � 0), then the cause of next packet loss will
be assumed to be congestion (resp.transmission errors).

4. Performance Metrics

To characterize the ability to distinguish congestion
losses from wireless transmission error losses, we define
four metrics for each loss predictor.� Frequency of Congestion Loss Prediction (FCP ):FCP is obtained by dividing the number of times the

loss predictor predicts that the next loss will be due to
congestion, by the total number of times the predictor
(i.e., valuefV egas, fNTG or fNDG) is evaluated dur-
ing the TCP connection.



� Frequency of Wireless Loss Prediction (FWP ):FWP is obtained by dividing the number of times the
loss predictor predicts that the next loss will be due
to wireless transmission error, by the total number of
times the predictor (i.e., valuefV egas, fNTG orfNDG)
is evaluated during the TCP connection. It follows thatFWP = 1� FCP .� Accuracy of Congestion Loss PredictionAc: Ac is the
fraction of packet losses due to congestion that are cor-
rectly diagnosed. A congestion loss is correctly diag-
nosed if the latest prediction before this loss was acon-
gestion loss.� Accuracy of Wireless Loss PredictionAw: Aw is the
fraction of packet losses due to wireless transmission
error losses that are correctly diagnosed.

Now, consider a “random coin tossing” loss predictor that
uses probabilistic coin tossing to determine whether to pre-
dict congestion loss or wireless loss. Suppose that it pre-
dicts that next packet loss will becongestion losswith prob-
ability p. Clearly, in this case,FCP = p andFWP =1 � p. Also, as the prediction made by the predictor is in-
dependent of network conditions, in this case,Ac = p andAw = 1� p. Thus, a simple coin tossing scheme can yieldAc = FCP = p andAw = FWP = 1� p for any desired
value ofp. Choosing highp will result in highAc, but lowAw, and vice versa.

5. Simulations

5.1. Simulation Model and Methodology

We use the network simulatorns-2 (version 2.1b1) [1]
from Berkeley. The system model used for simulations is
illustrated in Figure 2. We have a TCP connection from a
sourceCS to a sinkCK. We use theReno agent fromns-2
for this connection. This connection shares the linkR1  !R2 with a cross traffic issued by aTraffic=Expoo [1]
agent fromRS to sinkRK. TheTraffic=Expoo agent
from ns-2[1] is a constant-bit rate (CBR) source with idle
time and busy time exponentially distributed with mean 0.1
s. UDP is the transport protocol used for this source.

All the links in Figure 2 are labeled with a(bandwidth,
propagation delay)pair. Note that propagation delay does
not include transmission time or queueing delays. The
linksR2  ! CK andR2 ! RK are assumed to have a
negligible propagation delay. In our simulations, this prop-
agation delay is assumed to be 0. The linkR2 �! CK is a
wireless link with transmission loss raterw (i.e, fractionrw
packets are lost due to transmission errors). All other links
are error-free. We simulate the network with different val-
ues for bandwidthbw and delay� (please refer Figure 2).

In different simulations,bw takes the values 100 Kbits/s,
500 Kbits/s, 1000 Kbits/s, 1500 Kbits/s and 2 Mbits/s, and� takes values 3 ms, 5 ms, 8 ms, 13 ms, 18 ms, 23 ms, 38
ms, 50 ms, and 75 ms.

RouterR1 has an output queue (towardsR2) whose size
is limited to qs packets. qs takes the values 5, 10, or 15
in our simulations. All other queues at the two routers are
unbounded (infinite). Obviously, the potential bottleneck
here is the linkR1 �! R2.

R1 qs
bw, δ

bw, δ

bw, δ

bw, δ

bw, δ

CK : TCP sink

Router

R2

Router

bw, 0 ms

RK : Sink for RS

bw, 0ms

Wireless link
bw, 0ms

CS : TCP Source

RS : Random Source

Figure 2. ns network topology

Let Tp denote the round-trip propagation delay for the
TCP connection (i.e., from CS to CK and back to CS). Then,
with the values of� used in our simulations,Tp varies in the
range 12 ms to 300 ms.

We denote the congestion loss rate for the TCP connec-
tion asrc. rc is measured as a fraction (or percentage) of
packets lost due to congestion. In our simulations, for each
set of parameters (Tp, bw, qs), the rate of the constant-bit
rate source RS (Traffic=Expoo agent) is adjusted to pro-
duce a desired value ofrc. Then, we make 10 additional
TCP transfers, which last between 200 and 4000 seconds
depending onbw, and collect statistics. Each transfer starts
after a random warm-up period larger that 100 seconds.

For the measurements, we monitor one packet per win-
dow : we log its round trip time (RTTi) and the number of
packets (Wi) sent between its transmission and its acknowl-
edgement. The congestion window size is limited to 32
packets. From the logged information, we compute the val-
uesfV egas, fNTG, andfNDG, as defined in section 2. Note
that the three values are computed from the same set of data.
Using these values, the performance metrics (FCP ,FWP ,Ac andAw) for the loss predictors can be determined. For
the ten transfers, the standard deviation on the performance
metrics for each loss predictor is less than 0.05.

For each loss predictor, we perform 4 sets of experi-
ments. In each set, one of the four parameters, namely,Tp
(or �), bw, qs andrc, is varied, while the other three param-
eters are held constant. Thus, each set of experiments helps
us to determine the variations inFCP ,Ac, FWP , andAw
as a function of each of the four parameters. The following
values for the parameters are used:� Extensive simulations were done withrw = 1%, 3%



and 5%. The results are similar for these values, there-
fore, we only present the results forrw = 1%.� Congestion loss rate (rc) from 1% to 10% (congestion
loss rate specifies the fraction of packets lost by the
TCP connection at routerR1)
When rc is held constant for some plots presented
in this paper, we hold it constant at 3%, because the
trends observed are representative of what we observed
for otherrc values.� Round-trip propagation timeTp in the range 10 ms to
300 ms. Note thatTp does not include the queueing
and transmission delays.

WhenTp is held constant for some plots, we hold it
constant at 32 ms because it represents a typical value
of round trip propagation time on WANs.� Bandwidthbw from 100 Kbits/s to 2 Mbits/s.

Whenbw is held constant for some plots presented in
this paper, we hold it at 1.5 Mbits/s (T1 bandwidth).� Queue size limitqs at routerR1 from 5 to 15 packets
(packet size is 1000 bytes).

Whenqs is held constant for some plots in this paper,
we hold it atqs = 5 because the trends are similar for
the other values ofqs.

5.2. Simulation Results

Objective of our simulation experiments was two-fold:
(a) determine the magnitudes of frequencies (FCP andFWP ) and accuracies (Ac andAw) achieved using the loss
predictors, and (b) determine the variations in these metrics
as a function of network parameters (such asbw andrc).
The simulation results are summarized below. We present
graphs showing only some of our simulation results. How-
ever, the conclusions reported here are drawn from a larger
set of simulations [4].

5.3. Loss Predictor Vegas

In this section, we summarize our observations for the
loss predictor Vegas, and attempt to provide intuitive (or
mathematical) explanations. First we discuss variation
trends forFCP , and then the trends forAc andAw.

Recall that iffV egas > 1, then the Vegas predictor pre-
dicts congestion losses. The probability thatfV egas will
be greater than 1 decreases iffV egas decreases. Thus, iffV egas decreases,FCP for the predictor will decrease.
This relationship will be used in our explanations below.

Variations in Frequency of Congestion Loss Prediction:� FCP for Vegas predictor decreases whenTp is in-
creased, while holdingbw, qs, rc andrw constant. Re-
fer Figure 3 for an illustration. In Figure 3, the hori-
zontal axis corresponds toTp – the values listed in the
parenthesis along the horizontal axis are held constant
for all simulations reported in this figure.

This observation is supported by a simple mathemat-
ical analysis. Note thatRTTi can be expressed asRTTi = Tp + ti, whereti is a random variable de-
pending on the transmission time, the queueing delay
and the processing time for the monitored packet. Sim-
ilarly, BaseRTT can be expressed asBaseRTT =Tp + tBase where tBase is a random variable simi-
lar to ti with tBase � ti (BaseRTT is the smallest
round trip time experienced by the connection.) Then,fV egas = Wi (1 � Tp+tBaseTp+ti ). Thus, �(V egas)�Tp =Wi � tBase�ti(Tp+ti)2 �. Sinceti � tBase, �(fV egas)�Tp is usu-

ally negative. This means that the value offV egas
decreases whenTp is increased. Therefore, asTp in-
creases,FCP for Vegas predictor should decrease.
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Figure 3. FCP, Ac and Aw versus Tp� FCP decreases whenbw is increased, keepingTp, qs,rc, andrw constant, as illustrated in Figure 4.

Similar to the above derivation, we provide a math-
ematical explanation for this observation. Let us ex-
pressRTTi asRTTi = BaseRTT +dqi wheredqi is
the extra queueing delay for thei-th monitored packet,
as compared toBaseRTT (assuming that the round
trip time variation is due only to the queueing delays).
Thus,fV egas = Wi � (1� BaseRTTBaseRTT+dqi ).
Since �(fV egas)�dqi = � Wi BaseRTT(BaseRTT+dqi)2� > 0, the valuefV egas increases with increasing queueing delaydqi.
From queueing theory, it follows that, queueing de-
lay variations decrease when the service rate increases,
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Figure 4. FCP, Ac and Aw versus bw
i.e., in this case, whenbw increases. Therefore, when
bandwidthbw is increased, queueing delaydq will
decrease, and consequentlyfV egas will decrease (as�(fV egas)�dqi > 0). Finally, whenfV egas decreases, theFCP for the Vegas predictor also decreases.� FCP increases whenqs is increased, keepingbw, Tp,rc andrw constant, as illustrated in Figure 5.

As qs increases, with the congestion loss raterc held
constant , the average queueing delay variations in-
crease. We showed above that the valuefV egas in-
creases with larger queueing delays variations. There-
fore,fV egas increases with increasingqs. Thus,FCP
will increase with increasingqs.
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Figure 5. FCP, Ac and Aw versus qs� FCP decreases whenrc is increased, keepingbw, Tp,qs, andrw constant, as illustrated in Figure 6.

It is somewhat counter-intuitive thatFCP decreases
with increasing congestion loss rate. Note that,�fV egas�Wi = 1 � BaseRTTRTTi . SinceBaseRTT � RTTi,
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Figure 6. FCP, Ac and Aw versus rc
then, �fV egas�Wi is typically positive. Thus, ifWi de-
creases, thenfV egas will also decrease. Now, note
that, asrc increases, the average congestion window
size, and thusWi, decreases. Therefore, with increas-
ing rc, fV egas will decrease, consequently, theFCP
for the Vegas predictor will also decrease.

Accuracy of Congestion Loss Prediction Ac: Accuracy
of congestion loss predictionAc for V egas usually followsFCP ’s trends. Typically,Ac is higher thanFCP . The
difference betweenAc andFCP is significant with certain
parameter values (for instance, smallTp (< 32 ms), low
congestion loss rate (1-2%) and small queue size (qs = 5
packets). Thus, for congestion loss prediction, the Vegas
predictor is capable of performing better than a random coin
tossing predictor under certain circumstances (as discussed
in Section 3, for the random predictorFCP = Ac).

The absolute value ofAc varies a lot depending on the
network parameters. AccuracyAc in the range of 0.5 to 0.8
was observed in a large number of cases. As noted in the
previous section, Vegas predictor (and, also the other loss
predictors) determine their predictions based on the net-
work’s responseto congestion window size change for the
TCP connection. Typically, a single TCP connection con-
stitutes a small fraction of the total network traffic. Thus,
the observed network response also depends on other traf-
fic, and not just on window size changes for a single TCP
connection. Therefore, accuracy of congestion loss predic-
tion tends to be poorer than one may expect. (This same
reason causes other predictors to perform below expecta-
tion as well.)

Whenever sender mistakes a congestion loss as a trans-
mission error loss, it would not take congestion control ac-
tions. Therefore, lowAc may be detrimental to overall net-
work performance. Thus, design of loss predictors that can
consistently yield highAc is of interest.



Accuracy of Wireless Loss Prediction Aw: Wireless
transmission losses occur independently of the network
conditions. Therefore, it is not reasonable to expect RTT
and throughput estimates to yield any indication of an im-
pending transmission loss. However, such estimates may
provide an indication of an impending congestion loss.
Therefore, in our loss predictors, a lack of an indication of
congestion loss is used as an “indication” of a wireless loss.
Therefore,Aw (andFWP ) follow trends that are opposite
ofAc andFCP (that is, whenAc increases,Aw decreases).

The Vegas predictor does not perform very well at di-
agnosing wireless losses, when compared to a random coin
tossing predictor. In general,Aw < FWP for the Vegas
predictor, whereasAw = FWP for a random predictor.

It is important to emphasize that a good loss predictor
needs to be able to diagnose both types of packet losses rea-
sonably well. Ideally, we would like to have highAc andAw both. However, if a compromise is to be made, a highAc and moderateAw may be acceptable. Low or moder-
ateAw may often result in erroneously identifying wireless
losses as congestion losses. This would affect performance
of the TCP connection using this loss predictor, but it can-
not adversely affect performance of other network traffic
(unlike a lowAc).
5.4. Loss Predictor NTG

This section presents the observations from simulation
results obtained for the NTG predictor. Recall that, iffNTG < 12 , then the NTG predictor predicts congestion.
Therefore, asfNTG increases,FCP decreases. This rela-
tionship will be used in the explanations below.
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Figure 7. FCP, Ac and Aw versus Tp
Variations in Frequency of Congestion Loss Prediction:� FCP decreases whenTp is increased, while holdingbw, qs, rc, andrw constant. Refer Figure 7.
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Figure 8. FCP, Ac and Aw versus bw
To support this observation, we show thatfNTG is in-
creasing with increasingTp. We can writeRTTi�1 =Tp+ di�1 andRTTi = Tp + di wheredi�1 anddi are
positive random variables depending on the transmis-
sion time, the queueing delays and the processing time
for i-th andi + 1-th monitored packets. We can then
rewritefNTG as :fNTG = Tp + d1Wi �Wi�1 � WiTp + di � Wi�1Tp + di�1�
Now note that, since we are using TCP-Reno in our
simulations, most of the time the TCP connection is
in congestion avoidance phase. Therefore, very of-
ten,Wi � Wi�1 = 1 packet. Assuming this, it can
be shown that, ifdi�1 � di thenfNTG � 12 , pro-

vided max(Tp+d1Tp+di ; Tp+d1Tp+di�1 ) � 12 . The conditionmax(Tp+d1Tp+di ; Tp+d1Tp+di�1 ) � 12 means that the round-trip
time for any monitored packet is less than twice the
round trip time for the first packet. This is in general
true, unless the propagation time is very small and the
queueing delay variations very large. In conclusion, ifdi�1 � di then NTG predictor will typically not pre-
dict congestion.

As noted before, typicallyWi �Wi�1 > 0. It can be
shown that, ifdi�1 < di, �fNTG�Tp > 0 provided that(Tp + d1)2 � (di�1 � d1):(di � d1). This last condi-
tion means that the variations in the delays should not
exceed the absolute value of the first round trip time,
which is in general true. Therefore,fNTG typically
increases with increasing propagation timeTp. There-
fore,FCP decreases whenTp increases.� FCP decreases whenbw is increased, keepingTp, qs,rc, andrw constant, as illustrated in Figure 8.

Similar to the above derivation, we provide a mathe-
matical explanation for this observation. We can ex-



pressRTTi asRTTi = RTTi�1 + dq wheredq is
the difference in the queueing delay between the two
monitored packetsPi andPi�1. Note thatdq can be
positive or negative. It can be shown that�fNTG�dq =� RTT1 Wi(Wi�Wi�1) (RTTi+dq)2 . As, for TCP-Reno, typicallyWi > Wi�1, we have�fNTG�dq < 0. Thus,fNTG de-
creases with increasingdq. Therefore,FCP increases
whendq increases, and vice-versa. Now,dq decreases
when the bandwidthbw increases (because queueing
delay magnitudes and variations decrease when ser-
vice rate increases). Hence,FCP decreases whenbw
increases.� FCP increases whenqs is increased, keepingbw, Tp
andrc constant, as illustrated in Figure 9.

For a constant loss rate, asqs increases, the amount of
random source’s traffic in the queue ahead of a TCP
packet can increase. Therefore, queueing delay varia-
tion for TCP packets is larger. We showed above thatfNTG decreases with increasing queueing delay varia-
tions. Thus,FCP increases with increasingqs.
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Figure 9. FCP, Ac and Aw versus qs� FCP does not exhibit any trend whenrc is increased,
keepingbw, Tp, rw, andqs constant, as illustrated in
Figure 10.

As for the V egas predictor, the trend ofFCP forNTG predictor when congestion loss raterc is var-
ied is related to the average congestion window size.
However, unlike Vegas predictor, in this case, the sign
of �fNTG�Wi depends on the sign ofRTTi � RTTi�1.
Now, RTTi andRTTi�1 correspond to window sizeWi andWi�1, where typicallyWi > Wi�1. When
bandwidthbw is not small, the RTT is essentially in-
dependent of the window size. Therefore, the sign ofRTTi�RTTi�1 does not depend of the window size.
This, in turn, implies that thefNTG is independent ofWi and loss raterc, whenbw is high.
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Figure 10. FCP, Ac and Aw versus rc
Accuracy of Congestion Loss Prediction Ac Accuracy
of congestion loss predictionAc follows closelyFCP in
most cases. In general, forNTG, Ac tends to be smaller
and closer toFCP , as compared to the case of Vegas pre-
dictor. Thus,NTG behaves more like a random coin toss-
ing predictor – this implies thatNTG is unable to cap-
ture the indications of an impending congestion (if it exists)
from the RTT or throughput statistics. Based on our simu-
lations, it appears thatNTG is a poor loss predictor.

Accuracy of Wireless Loss Prediction Aw: Aw trends
for NTG are similar to those for theV egas predictor, ex-
cept thatAw followsFWP much more closely forNTG.
This confirms thatNTG performs similar to a random coin
tossing predictor.

5.5. Loss Predictor NDG
Recall that iffNDG is positive then the NDG predic-

tor predicts congestion. Also, in our simulations, the agent
TCP-Renouses the Jacobson congestion avoidance algo-
rithms. Thus, oftenWi�1 < Wi and the sign offNDG
depends only on the sign of(RTTi � RTTi�1).
Variations in Frequency of Congestion Loss Prediction:
The simulation results indicate thatFCP , Ac, FWP andAw for the NDG predictor do not show any trends (increas-
ing or decreasing) as a function of the four parametersTp,bw, qs andrc. Now we attempt to provide intuitive expla-
nation for this.� Variation ofFCP whenTp is increased, while holdingbw, qs, rc andrw constant. Refer Figure 11.

We can writeRTTi asRTTi = Tp + ti whereti is
a random variable. Therefore, the sign of(RTTi �RTTi�1) is the sign of(ti � ti�1), independent ofTp.
Thus,FCP does not depend onTp.
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Figure 11. FCP, Ac and Aw versus Tp
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Figure 12. FCP, Ac and Aw versus bw
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Figure 13. FCP, Ac and Aw versus qs
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Figure 14. FCP, Ac and Aw versus rc� Variation ofFCP whenbw is increased, while holdingTp, qs, rc andrw constant. Refer Figure 12.

When bandwidthbw is small, a larger window size typ-
ically results in a greater round-trip time. However, at
higher bandwidths the round-trip time tends to be inde-
pendent of the window size. Therefore, with low band-
width bw, it is more likely that an increase in conges-
tion window size induces a larger round trip time. In
this casefNDG > 0. In short, whenbw is low,NDG
will predict congestion lossmore often. Therefore, at
low bandwidths,FCP decreases whenbw increases.
On the other hand, whenbw is reasonably high,FCP
becomes independent ofbw. In Figure 12,FCP de-
creases slightly initially, but is essentially constant for
largerbw.� Variation ofFCP whenqs is increased, while holdingTp, bw, rc, andrw constant. Refer Figure 13.

Queue sizeqs has an impact on the magnitude of
queueing delays. SincefNDG depends on the sign of
difference between queueing delays for different pack-
ets, but not on the magnitude of the difference,fNDG
is independent ofqs.� Variation ofFCP whenrc is increased, while holdingTp, bw, rw, andqs constant. Refer Figure 14.

The congestion loss rate affects size of the TCP con-
gestion window. AlthoughfNDG depends on the dif-
ferenceWi�Wi�1, it does not depend on theabsolute
values of the congestion window size. So,FCP is
independent of the loss rate.

Accuracies Ac and Aw: Ac curves usually tracksFCP
curves, andAw curves closely followsFWP curves. Ac
andFCP values forNDG is typically smaller than the Ve-
gas loss predictor.



6. Discussion and Conclusion

Simulation results indicate that, the loss predictors can-
not always perform better than a random coin predictor.
Under some network conditions, Vegas is able to perform
better than a random predictor, whenAc is considered. In
general, our results suggest that Vegas is a better loss predic-
tor thanNDG andNTG. However, all three predictors do
perform like a random predictor under some circumstances.
It is useful to provide an intuitive explanation of this result.
A predictor will accurately diagnose congestion losses only
if the followingqualitativeconditions are fulfilled: (a) Con-
gestion losses are preceded by a “long” queue build-up at
some router, (b) A queue build-up typically results in con-
gestion losses, and (c) The loss predictor correctly senses
“serious” queue build-up. Condition (a) means that the in-
terval of time between the instant when a router queue starts
to build up and the instant when the queue overflows must
be long enough. Otherwise, congestion losses will occur
before the predictor has a chance to detect congestion. To
fulfill condition (a), favorable values of network parame-
ters are as follows: round-trip time small, router queue size
large, and input bandwidth to the bottleneck small. Condi-
tion (b) above will tend to be satisfied if queue size is small.
We can see that conditions (a) and (b) have contradictory
requirements on the queue size.

As noted earlier, the three predictors are designed based
on the congestion avoidance techniques. These congestion
avoidance techniques are motivated by the expectation that
a variation in the congestion window size will result in a
“response” from the network which reflects the true state
of the network. Unfortunately, the traffic of one connection
is, in general, a small fraction of the overall traffic. There-
fore, the network response is often independent of one TCP
connection’s action. This suggests that the three predictors
cannot correctly detect queue build-up, and hence cannot di-
agnose congestion losses accurately. Incidentally, basedon
a very different type of experiment, Bolot [6] has observed
that congestion losses appear to be random. We believe that
our experiments [3] support Bolot’s observation, and pro-
vide additional insight into packet losses due to congestion
and wireless errors.

We must also note that the three congestion avoidance
techniques were not designed as “loss predictors”. These
congestion avoidance techniques were designed to let the
sender operate at the knee of the throughput-delay curve
[10]. While it is not a surprise that these predictors are
unable to perfectly diagnose cause of packet losses, it is
indeed a surprise that they often behave similar to a ran-
dom coin tossing predictor. The three congestion avoidance
techniques seem inadequate for the design of good loss pre-
dictors.

Based on the results obtained for Vegas, it appears that

RTT and throughput statistics hold some information that
correlates to the cause of packet losses. However, it is not
yet clear if there is sufficient correlation to develop loss pre-
dictors that can yield highAc andAw both. Future work on
this topic would investigate design of better loss predictors.
The loss predictors presented in this paper are sender-based
in that the TCP sender attempts to distinguish between the
type of packet losses. At present, we are studying a receiver-
based technique [5]. This technique, implemented at the re-
ceiver, uses statistics on the inter-arrival times of the pack-
ets. Preliminary results show that this technique may be
useful if the last link on the TCP path is wireless, and is the
bottleneck.
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